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Principal’s Letter
Dear Willunga High School Community,

We are at the end of Term 1 and I think everyone is feeling a bit relieved that we 
have made it to Easter without experiencing the serious impacts of COVID-19 on 
our school (in comparison to others). I attribute our low rates of infection to our 
beautiful and spacious campus and the way in which our facilities are designed 
to maximise the opportunities for connecting to the outdoors. It has been a 
particularly difficult year with a general teacher shortage affecting many schools 
including us. Our leaders and teachers have been amazing in supporting each 
other to accommodate for this shortage, I have been so proud of how our staff 
have pulled together over this very difficult time. 

The year started with us welcoming our first cohort of Year 7 students. This group 
of students have taken to secondary school like ‘ducks to water’ and have been 
a fantastic inclusion to our school community. The energy and enthusiasm these 
students have brought with them is infectious and we are so pleased that all our 
extensive preparations have provided them with a smooth transition.

Our Year 7 & 8 students have begun their studies at Willunga HS this year 
experiencing a curriculum that has been designed using the International 
Baccalaureate Middle Years Program framework, which provides a more 
holistic student centered curriculum for the students to experience and places 
an emphasis on developing their personal skills and attributes as well as their 
curriculum knowledge. 

After starting the year with our years 9, 10 and 11 students engaged in remote 
learning we welcomed them back to face to face learning after a couple of weeks. 
Even though the start to the year was disrupted, our students have demonstrated 
amazing resilience and returned to their studies with success oriented mindset. 
This has been pleasing to witness and we thank our families for their support 
throughout this period.

During this term we have been very fortunate to have been able to make 
connections to our community through a range of events such as Sports Day, 
Student/Parent/Teacher Conferences and Open Night. We were thrilled with the 
interest in our school during the Open Night and appreciate the positive feedback 
we have received from our community, as they discuss their children’s future 
schooling pathways. 

The Student/Parent/Teacher Conferences were again a fantastic event reinforcing 
the partnership between families and the school that ensures our students have 
the best social and educational outcomes possible. The event was well attended 
and families appreciated the feedback that they were able to receive about their 
children’s progress and areas for development.  

Our focus for 2022 is to continue to improve everything we do so that our students 
are able to achieve to their highest potential, a continued focus on the wellbeing 
of students is an important part of that. In the current times, the wellbeing of 
our many of our young people is proving to be a barrier to their learning. This 
year we have welcomed 4 new youth workers to our staff to add to our already 
comprehensive wellbeing teams and to compliment the work of the D.O.C. 
program. The extensive wellbeing support provided to our students enables them 
to overcome those barriers to their learning and achieve to their highest potential. 

We have also completely redesigned our behaviour management processes to 
align better with a restorative approach and Trauma Informed Practices. Our 
Positive Behaviours for Learning Policy is available on our website and we are 
working to change previous practices and habits to ensure this is implemented 
in full. 

We would like to extend our gratitude for the service of Julian Cousins who is 
retiring after 33 years in the South Australian Government schools and also 
to Mark Garrett who has also chosen to retire at the end of Term 1 after an 
extended peiod working in our grounds. Thank you both for your service to our 
school and our students. 

 We would sincerely like to thank our families and our community for their 
unwavering support through the difficulties we’ve collectively experienced this 
year and hope that you enjoy the upcoming holidays with your families and 
friends. We look forward to seeing everyone on 2 May refreshed and ready to 
learn.

Take Care,

Anthony van Ruiten 
Principal

Key Dates Term 2
MAY

 Monday 2

 Term 2 begins

 Wednesday 4

 Year level Assemblies

 Thursday 5

 Sammy D Presentation (Year 9)

 Monday 9 - Thursday 17

 Dental for Schools

 Tuesday 10 - Friday 20

 NAPLAN

 Wednesday 11

 Year 8 Immunisations

 Thursday 12

 Road Awareness Program (Year 11)

 Thursday 12 - Friday 13

 Intergrated Learning Aquatics - Brown

 Friday 13

 Susan McLean Cyber Safety Presentation (Yrs 7, 8 & 9)

 Monday 16

 Governing Council (6pm)

 Monday 16-17

 Year 11 Aquatics - Mr Lines

 Thursday 26

 Tyke-Oh Japanese Drumming

 Friday 27

 Principal’s Tour

 Tuesday 31

 Year 9 Outdoor Ed Camp (Douglas Scrub)

JUNE
 Thursday 2

 Arts Showcase (Semester 1)

 Wednesday 8

 Year 11 Outdoor Ed Camp (Deep Creek)

 Monday 13

 Public Holiday

 Tuesday 14

 Year 10 Immunisations

 Wednesday 15

 Year Level Assemblies

 Monday 20

 Governing Council (6pm)

 Monday 20 - Friday 24

 Year 10 & 11 Exam Week

 Wednesday 22

 Principal’s Tour

 Wednesday 22

 Arts Showcase

JULY
 Monday 4

 STUDENT FREE DAY

 Monday 11 - Friday 22

 Term 2 school holidays
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Bring the world home

Interested in hosting a student?  
Register via https://www.internationalstudents.sa.edu.au/en/homestay/host-a-student/homestay-apply-now/  

or contact us on 8557 0100

At Willunga High School, we welcome students from other countries who come to Australia 
for a period of time to learn in our school. The educational, social and cultural benefits of 
welcoming International Students into our community are numerous.

We are currently building our homestay family network and are seeking families to host 
International Students. Being a homestay family means inviting a student to become a part 
of your family for the time they are here. Hosting a student from another country is a great 
experience for the whole family to learn about another culture, food, language, customs and 
traditions. 

How long do the students stay? 
We welcome short term Study Tours students for 2 - 3 weeks and Regional Study Abroad 
students for 1 - 4 terms.

Where do the students come from? 
Our International Students usually come from Japan, South Korea, Italy, France and Germany. 
Study Tour students are generally across years 8 to 10 and Study Abroad students are 
generally in Years 10 to 12. Students usually come with average to very good English skills. 
They are here to use their skills in ‘real’ situations.

What support do I get from the school? 
We have information sessions for host families before each study tour, where families will receive 
profiles of their student, copies of the school program, and detailed information regarding the study 
tour.

Families receive generous remuneration of $300 per week to help offset the costs associated 
of having another student your home. You will also have continual support from our school and 
International Education Services.

What do students need? 
They need a safe and welcoming home. Mostly they need to be made a part of your family while they 
are here. Students here for one term and longer require their own bedroom. From past experiences, 
visiting students enjoy the relaxed lifestyle and warm hospitality of their Australian host families. They 
have fun practicing English conversations with you and trying various foods. On week days they are 
involved in school based programs.

Please view the below video’s for more information: 
 Top 10 Reasons to Study in South Australia: https://youtu.be/31np3ZNjftg 
 Study Destinations: https://youtu.be/Cfw8CBYv-Xw 
 Why choose South Australia to study?: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NU-gulaop4 
 Living with a South Australian family: https://youtu.be/_Asy52ZwJTE 
 Living with a homestay family: https://youtu.be/_k-6VuYC7_s 
 What are homestay families like in South Australia?: https://youtu.be/54D6bDwMhGc 
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Sports Day

On Friday 18 March, Willunga High School held its annual Sports Day.  In windy but sunny 
conditions, the cheerleaders got the day underway with a wonderful routine that was 
choreographed by year 12 dance students.  From there, it was fierce competition all throughout 
the day.

The 1500m events which were completed on the Wednesday before Sports Day, saw Sara take a 
small lead into the day. They were unable to hold onto this lead throughout the day with Lacey 
running out winners from Sara, Martin and McLaren.

All students need to be commended on their efforts and sportsmanship over the day.  It was 
fantastic to see students who were not competing in events, cheering on their friends and 
some even helping other students complete their events.  The staff were also wonderful in their 
support of this whole school event.  It was also pleasing to see so many parents come along and 
show their support as well for the Year 7’s who were enjoying their first high school Sports Day. 
Thank you also to the groundsmen, for their help in the weeks leading up to the event with the 
mowing and marking of the lines.

Unfortunately, our Interschool Sports Day had to be cancelled due to Covid.

Governing Council

Governing council is the forum where parent/caregiver, staff, student and community 
representatives provide support and direction for a range of school activities, including finance, 
grounds and facilities, uniform and the canteen. The council meets regularly to talk about the 
direction for the site. Meetings are held twice a term on Monday evenings at 6.00pm.

We would like to thank and congratulate our 2022 Governing Council Members; 

Katherine Loney (Chair)
Alison Sanders (Secretary)

Louisa Best (Treasurer)
Jason Loney

Laura McCard
Dave Martin

Belinda Turner
Lisa Jones
Kerri Hall

Jenni Mitton

Being a member of Governing Council is very rewarding.  It is great to have an opportunity to 
have your finger on the pulse and keep up to date with where the school is heading now and 
into the future. 

If you are considering joining Governing Council but would like some more information, please 
contact Katherine Loney or the school reception on 8557 0100. 

Open Night
Earlier this term, Willunga High School hosted its annual Open Night. This was a great opportunity 
for families of current and prospective students to see and experience some of the engaging learning 
areas on offer at Willunga High School. There were lots of opportunities for visitors to speak to the staff 
passionate about their areas of learning. This event was also supported by several student helpers who 
proudly represented the school through participating in live demonstrations or acting as Tour Guides 
for guests visiting the school
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Ancient Egypt: Mummification  
In Individuals and Societies students have been studying ancient Egypt, and part of the unit 
focused on the afterlife and the role of mummification.  To help students understand the process 
of mummification, and what happens to the body when placed in a natron solution, Miss Carter 
mummified an apple and brought it in to show her students.  Mummification was an important 
aspect of ancient egyptian civilisation, as they believed that the process helped preserve the body 
and keep it intact for their journey into the afterlife.  

Felt Making
In the year 7 Food and Fibre course students have been investigating wool as a fibre, including its 
production and use. As part of this we explored how the properties of wool create handmade felt. 
Each student created their own felt sample by hand and will use some of this handmade felt in their 
final soft toy creature they are currently producing for assessment.

Year 11 Food Product Innovation course  
This year we have a new course in the Food Technology/Home Economics area called Food Product 
Innovation. Students will be designing their own food product from idea through to a packaged 
marketable product. To learn the basic skills needed to design and market their own product they 
have been working on a skills task to explore the skills needed to preserve food. They created pickles, 
curds, jams, relish, dried fruits and jerky. Then conducted sensory evaluation testing on a number of 
volunteer tasters to compare their product to a commercial equivalent. 

Their next task is to design the cardboard package and label for their preserved product, using a laser 
cutter. If their creativity so far is anything to go by, we will see some great packaging designs soon.
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Special Options Class - PE Term 1
Our Special Options Class (SOC) has had the opportunity to participate in lawn bowls as an excursion 
within physical education lessons over 3 weeks in Term 1. Students learn about the sport of lawn bowls, 
understanding all relevant terminology, practice the basic skills of the sport, and play with & against 
their peers/staff. Students have done well in all these sessions.
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Youth Workers at Willunga High Schools
In 2022 we have 4 new youth workers working with our Willunga High School student, Linette, 
Cathy, Amy and Tiffany.

Together they will be working in the Well-Being Team alongside both Ben and Nic. Students, 
parents and caregivers are welcome to come and speak with our Well-Being Team when needed.

Dental for Schools

The Dental For Schools will be visiting Willunga High School in Term 2 from Monday 9 May to Tuesday 
17 May 2022.

To book an appointment, please complete and return your form to Student Services as soon as possible. 
Spare forms will be available from Student Services.

For more information please visit: https://www.dentalforschools.com.au/



ATSI Update

Many of our year 10-12 students have begun the ‘5 Steps to Work Readiness’ program through  
Workabout Centre and will continue this into term 2. This is the core program run by Workabout Centre 
to prepare students for life beyond school, giving them the opportunity to establish a professional 
portfolio including resumes, vital documents such as TFN, Bank Accounts, Medicare, Proof of Age or 
Licence.

Additional programs and courses run by Workabout Centre that will be available to ATSI students 
throughout the year including:

     • First Aid   • Education & Child Care

    • Hospitality   • Community Services

    • White Card   • Automotive

    • Learners Permit  • Construction & Trades

    • Hair & Beauty  • Horticulture

The ATSI team have worked hard to secure ongoing support through the SA Foodbank School Breakfast 
Program. This enables us to supply fresh breakfast foods to our ATSI students free of charge thanks to 
the generosity of local businesses and community donations of cereal, bread, spreads, and fresh fruit. 
In addition, we now have access to the Foodbank online ordering system, which allows us to purchase 
snack and lunch foods at a fraction of the cost, to ensure all our ATSI students have the opportunity to 
access healthy and fulfilling meals and snacks throughout the school day.
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Congratulations to Ziggy Vawser, the recipient of Scholarship and Acceptance into the 2022 Youth 
Governor’s Leadership Foundation (GLF) Program

Ziggy is one of only 22 young people in South Australia who have 
been selected to take part in this incredible program, to not only 
build on her leadership skills but also to help make a difference 
within the community and non-profit organisations. 

Not only that, but Ziggy has been successful in securing a full 
scholarship to attend the program, which will run out of school 
hours for 4 months, and also includes a Leadership Camp to Mylor 
in April. 

This program helps teenagers develop into confident, resilient, 
and empowered young people who will be socially responsible 
change agents primed to make a difference in the community. 
Student will also apply their learnings through a 12-week 
community action project, working in small diverse teams to 
progress a challenge for a not-for-profit organisation. 

An amazing oil painting was donated to the school by Sharman Merry.  Sharman was a local farmer 
and artist.  It was painted in late 1979 or early 1980 and depicts one of the many yellow school buses 
that used to take Willunga High School students to and from school. The location and title of this 
painting is ‘School Bus on the Binney Road near the Cemetery’.

The painting can be viewed on display in the Willunga High School front reception.

School Bus on the Binney Road

Youth Governor’s Leadership Foundation Program
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Stage 1 English Literary Vignettes 

In literature, a vignette (pronounced vin-yet) is a short scene that captures a single moment or a defin-
ing detail about a character, idea, or other element of the story. Vignettes are mostly descriptive; in fact, 
they often include little or no plot detail. They are not stand-alone literary works, nor are they complete 
plots or narratives. Instead, vignettes are small parts of a larger work, and can only exist as pieces of a 
whole story. 

 Underwater realm  
by Ada Anninos  

Dangling her feet over the dock she stared captivated by the light which effortlessly danced over the 
dazzling, turquoise water. She dived into the magical escape from reality. The calm, elegant current 

wrapped perfectly around the vibrant underwater kingdom. The gull’s deafening shrieks were drowned 
out by the peaceful, heavenly aquatic realm. A school of vivacious fish glistened as they playfully 

weaved in and out of the colourful caves of their underwater playground. The tight wetsuit clung to her 
body like a glove and her hair moved rhythmically to each innocent ripple. With each graceful stroke 

she glided deeper and deeper, the water became slightly cooler, prickling her pruney, wrinkled fingers. 
Laying on the seafloor was the picturesque image of an old shipwreck. It sat untouched almost like an 

eerie painting. The tan-brown timber was cracked with fazing splinters.  She swam through a gap in the 
hull, tearing her wetsuit on the knife-like barnacles. The room was empty yet at the same time was filled 
with lost memories. Resting on the old rotten deck was a lonely, chiseled walking stick that looked as if 

it longed to tell her its forbidden story. 

by Tia Alldritt 

It was freezing. Goosebumps began to form onto my skin as I sit cautiously up against the wall. The 
room was full of darkness, only a ray of sunlight creeping through the corner of the tiny square window. 

A pink teddy bear sat on top of the cabinet, creating the only colour in the room. The old wooden 
door swung open, flinging off the hinges and sliding rapidly across the floor. A howl of the wind came 

rushing through the door, making the room ice cold. A tall, overweight man stood in the doorway, 
blocking the wind. He entered the room, slowly walking over to a white towel which was hanging on a 
hook right beside the cabinet, the towel covered in thick brown dust. I stared into his cloudy grey eyes 
as he stared into mine. The eye contact broke as he departed the room. I sat there confused wondering 
why he needed the towel. I heard the downstairs door slam shut as he screamed explosively.  The stairs 
creaked as I steadily stood up. I froze. I waited for the stairs to once again grate as I took another step. I 
edged closer the door frame and peeked around the dark corner. A man. A man stood on the top step, 

staring directly at me. ‘Sam, is that you?

At last   
by Josh Rooke  

The rain thumped and pattered against my only protection from the harsh Netherlandic weath-
er. Mud, rock, and various sticks were wedged in between my axles. “It would be a pain to get 
these out,” I groan to myself. The cobble stone homes had been placed asymmetrically along 

the paved gravel road. An old oak door that at the time of their creation as made as a symbol of 
hard work and admiration Now it’s a gateway to the inside, opening the door is like an escape 

from the world of stress, into a space comfort that no other offers. The rain hadn’t calmed down 
any further, but I was enclosed in feeling no more stress. I hung my woollen overcoat upon its 
resting place and started my nightly ascend those wooden stairs; my last task before getting 
in the comfort of my bed with my dearly beloved. Before I enter my room ready to dive into 

my boudoir ready to pass through my time with rest. I glance over to my young one’s door and 
notice, hanging upon the doorknob, a little red ribbon that had become synonymous with her 
character. I reminisced about the joy that enveloped her when that red shiny accessory on that 
mannequin. That smile spread wide across her little face as she caught a glimpse, she immedi-
ately went to her sales tactic of begging till I said yes. Now that same ribbon brings me unmis-
takable joy, at least it used to, but what once was a place of clarity and ease is now in rubble. 

Gone are the days of my settled down life, which is now a distant pain and faint memory. 

 Otis Schwer    

Golden rays faintly streamed through half-open curtains, but the morning chill continued to lick at bare 
skin. A dreamcatcher looked upon a boy from the window; adorned with feathers and crystals, the glori-

ous light had made it glow with a brilliant mosaic of colours. 

Nestled beneath soothingly warm blankets his eyes hypnotically wandered along the console in his 
hands; enchanted by a world so distant from his own. Atop his chest, she vied for his attention with a 
series of loud, rhythmic purrs as she rolled onto her back. An almost euphoric feeling of bliss spread 

from his chest as his headphones emitted a sombre yet peaceful melody. Everything was okay, worries 
faded into a void of ecstasy. 

In a flash, his eyes opened. He was sat in a chair that dug into his crooked back in just the wrong way. 
A faint melody echoed in the back of his mind; a tear fell from his tired, empty stare. He knew that this 

rare branch tethering him would soon be cleaved into sticks… those sticks into kindling… and that 
kindling set ablaze. His shaky hands held the frame of an album. Here rested one of those sticks, a re-

minder of who he was; a reminder his past will never become a pile of ashes. 

The obstructed face of stranger appeared from around a corner. The stick sunk into the carpeted floor. 

“What’s the matter, Mr. Kraepelin?” 



ThinkU Know have created an important resource to help parents and carers navigate social 
media, and implement preventative measures at home to reduce the incidence of online child 
sexual exploitation. 

If you think this could be useful for you, or someone you know, go to:  
http://www.thinkuknow.org.au/resources-tab/parents-and-carers     

PARENT & CARER
SOCIAL MEDIA STARTER KIT:

Preventing online child
sexual exploitation

Visit: accce.gov.au thinkuknow.org.au

COVID lockdowns:
What you need to know to keep your child safe from online child sexual exploitation

Technology can be a great way for young 
people to stay connected with their 
family and friends and has become a key part of 
remote or home learning arrangements. 

While lockdowns can impact family structures or 
habits around technology use, there are simple 
things that parents and carers can do to manage 
risks and ensure their child’s safety if they are 
spending more time online.

It is important to note that while not every 
online interaction results in online child sexual 
exploitation, being aware of the issue and taking 
a proactive approach can protect your child 
from harm.

Why do lockdowns impact the chances 
of online child sexual exploitation? 
As children are expected to spend more time online, so are 
online child sex offenders. 

Offenders are using COVID-19 restrictions as an opportunity 
to find potential child victims, as children and young people 
are spending an increasing amount of time online, often with 
limited adult supervision. 

Data suggests the amount of child abuse material being shared 
among online child sex offenders on the dark net is increasing, 
including offenders discussing their tendencies toward the 
abuse of children in the COVID-19 environment. 

How does it happen?
Online child sex offenders may use a variety of tactics to groom 
children and young people. They will look for common interests 
like sports teams, TV shows, fashion, and hobbies to engage 
young people in conversation and gain their trust. This can 
happen in a matter of minutes.

As these case studies demonstrate, an interaction starts off 
as seemingly legitimate but quickly escalates into something 
more. These offenders engage the children in conversation 
that leads to image and video sharing. As these case studies 
demonstrate, an interaction starts off as a seemingly legitimate 
but quickly escalates into something more.

Advice for parents and carers What can you do during lockdowns to 
keep your child safe?

Case studies

Have open conversations, often.
Additional time at home may be an opportunity to start 

a family conversation about your child’s online activities. 
Family activities and resources to help with this can be found 

on the ThinkUKnow website.

Supervision is essential.
It can be challenging, especially during lockdown, but it is 

important to have visibility and stay engaged with what your 
children are doing online, who they are interacting with and 

what platforms, apps or games they are using.

Check privacy settings.
Take the time to do some research on app settings, including 

privacy settings, across all devices at home. This could 
include turning off location settings, setting profiles to 

private, or turning off chat functions. 

Be approachable if your child needs help.
Coming forward isn’t always easy, and children may feel 

reluctant to tell you about online issues if they believe they 
will be punished or have their devices taken away.

Be aware of changes in behaviour.
Although young people are expected to spend more time than 
usual online during lockdowns, a sudden change in behaviour 
or attitude with how they use their device may be an indicator 

to check in with your child about their online activities. 

Avoid taking devices away.
Being connected to friends and family is important to young 
people, especially during lockdowns. If your child comes to 
you with an issue, avoid confiscating their device. They may 
see this as punishment and may not come forward for help, 

making them more vulnerable to abuse and exploitation.

Know how to report.
If something goes wrong online, it is critical your child is 
supported. Parents and carers need to know how to take 

action. Visit accce.gov.au/report. See case studies on the ACCCE website.

GAMING, DEVICES AND
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Advice for preventing online
child sexual exploitation

ThinkUKnowAustraliathinkuknow.org.au ThinkUKnow_Aus

 Fact sheet 

Sharing harmful 
or illegal content

This fact sheet includes information for parents and carers on what to do if your 
child has been involved with viewing, accessing or sharing harmful or illegal content.

Children and young people may share 
content for a variety of reasons, but it is 
important they are aware that the type 
of content they might be accessing or 
sharing can have a range of implications. 

Parents and carers need to know how to 
respond and support their child should 
they become aware of their involvement in 
this activity. 

Harmful content includes:

• sexually explicit material 

• false or misleading information

• violence

• extremism or terrorism

• hateful or offensive material.

Illegal content includes:

• images and videos of child sexual 
abuse

• content that advocates terrorist acts 

• content that promotes, incites or 
instructs in crime or violence

• footage of real violence, cruelty 
and criminal activity.

Young people should be aware that it is an 
offence to search for and access explicit 
sexual content involving people their own 
age, as this is considered child sexual 
exploitation and abuse material.

Self-generated sexual 
content and young people
Self-generated sexual content includes 
content of a sexual nature that is taken by 
a person of themselves. Self-generated 
sexual content can be sent via image, 
video and message through various chat 
apps, social media platforms and on any 
connected device. 

This material is still considered child 
exploitation and abuse material, even if 
a young person has created content of 
themselves and shared it. 

A note on storing content 
Some apps have a disappearing content 
feature which allows users to send 
material to each other for a set time, after 
which it disappears from the device.

There are also vault apps which can allow 
for the secret storing of images. They may 
look like an ordinary app on a device such 
as a calculator, however they can only be 
accessed by entering a password. This 
feature is also being built into some video 
and image sharing apps. 

What to do if your child...
Is in possession of illegal material, 
including child sexual exploitation and 
abuse material: If your child has been sent 
an image or video involving another person 
under the age of 18 they must not show, 
share or distribute further and report the 
incident to police. Police may advise the 
best course of action is to simply delete the 
content to ensure no further harm comes to 
the individuals involved.  

Has distributed illegal material, 
including child sexual exploitation 
and abuse material: As the content 
was shared, police may get involved to 
determine whether the incident will be 
investigated. Using apps that contain a 
disappearing media function does not 
mean police cannot trace the content back 
to those who have distributed it further.

Has distributed material of themselves, 
considered to be child sexual 
exploitation and abuse material:  
Parents/carers should assess this situation 
using their own discretion. Important 
factors to consider are whether there are 
elements of coercion or grooming which 
may have contributed to the production 
of this material. Seek advice from police if 
any of these factors have been identified. 

Is involved in non-consensual sharing 
of child sexual exploitation and abuse 
material: If your child is involved in any 
images or videos being circulated without 
consent, the most important thing to do 
is remain calm, support them and seek 
immediate help. The eSafety Commissioner 
can help to remove content from certain 
platforms if an image has been uploaded 
or shared without consent. 

Additionally, contact your local police 
so they are able to assess the incident 
to determine the next step, as those 
who distributed it further can be held 
accountable and may face consequences. 
The young person involved may need to 
access support services to ensure their 
wellbeing moving forward (links to these 
services overleaf).

Sharing content without consent is 
considered image-based abuse, and 
can have its own legal implications. 

In any situation requiring police 
involvement, evidence needs to be 
maintained until police have made 
an assessment. 

If in doubt, contact police for advice 
on how to proceed. 

Online resources
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Blended Youth Mental Health 
First Aid Course

This Youth Mental Health First Aid Course is designed for adults who work with young
people. This includes education workers, youth workers, social workers and sports
coaches. It also includes parents.

The course will teach you how to provide initial help to an adolescent who is developing
a mental health problem, experiencing a worsening of an existing mental health
problem, or is experiencing a mental health crisis.

Adolescence is the peak age of onset for mental health problems. By completing this
course, you will gain the confidence and knowledge to provide the best support
possible.

Course Delivery
This course is provided in the blended training format, which consists of two parts.

Part 1 – self-paced eLearning (approximately 3.5-4 hours)
Part 2 – face-to-face workshop at the Education Development Centre – (8 hours)
4 Milner Street, Hindmarsh SA 5007

Please note, part 1 must be completed before undertaking part 2.

Course Dates:
Friday the 29th of April 8:30am - 4:30pm- Click here to register
 

Enquiries: admin@edsa.sa.edu.au



Participate in the development, delivery,

and evaluation of service activities

Assist the centre with mental health

literacy activities

Work alongside centre staff in

strengthening the headspace brand

Participate in training and team wellbeing

days offered by headspace and Sonder

The YRG is a diverse team of young people

aged between 16 and 25 years that attend

and coordinate events, and provide

consultation and guidance to headspace to

maintain the centre's youth focus. 

Being a volunteer with headspace is fun, and

a great opportunity to meet like-minded

people. As a volunteer, you will:

headspace Onkaparinga is operated by Sonder.
headspace National Youth Mental Health Foundation is funded by the Australian Government Department of Health

volunteer with us! 
headspace Onkaparinga is recruiting volunteers to join our local
Youth Reference Group (YRG).

If you are passionate about youth mental

health and making a positive difference in the

lives of young people, apply now!

Applications close Monday 25th April 2022 at

5pm. 

For more information and to apply, scan the

QR code or visit the link below:

https://bit.ly/YRG2022



innovat ion.
opportuni ty.
success.
whs.sa.edu.au 

Main Road, 
Willunga SA 5172 
p: 08 8557 0100 
e: dl.0909.info@schools.sa.edu.au


